
LaRC: Onsite personnel rope off an area and require spectators to wear head protection to ensure no one gets injured from 
      falling debris.
MAF: An iron worker wears Personal Protective Equipment while conducting hot work operations for Michoud’s tornado repairs.
MSFC: A combination welder dons his Personal Protective Equipment as he gets ready to begin coping a section of I-Beam for  
     an upcoming project.
SSC: An employee chooses not to text and drive nor text and walk. He’s doing what is right even when no one is looking.
WFF:WFF: One ground safety engineer identifies an improved method of notifying others when a hazardous operation is taking 
     place.
WSTF: A technical services employee wears appropriate Personal Protective Equipment while engaging in component 
      servicing.

AFRC: Edwards Air Force Base Fire Department leads an Armstrong group in confined space training.
ARC: One employee is on top of safety with warning signs, Personal Protective Equipment and safe work practices.
GRC: An employee uses cones to remind him to look around his vehicle before driving to ensure the path is clear.
GSFC: An industrial hygienist wears Personal Protective Equipment while checking for asbestos above the drop 
      ceiling tile.
HQ: An employee uses the proper ergonomic sit/stand workstation.
JPL:JPL: An employee wears Personal Protective Equipment during soil compaction, including ANSI-approved safety 
         glasses, steel-toed guard, ear plugs and reduced vibration rubber gloves.
JSC: In accordance with Johnson’s bicycle safety regulations, an employee walks her bike across the street while 
    wearing a helmet.
KSC: A NASA Pilot prepares for helicopter flight at Kennedy wearing proper Personal Protective Equipment: a 
     flame-resistant flight suit, communications headset with hearing protection, life vest with survival gear, water 
     bottle for hydration and flight safety manuals.  

sma.nasa.gov/CDR

If you see an employee or group practicing good safety measures, snap a safie and submit it on 
the Safety Culture webpage.
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Can you 
spot what’s 
right with these 
pictures?

Across the agency, employees have been caught demonstrating safety procedures, reinforcing the proper 
use of safety equipment and encouraging others to practice safe behaviors. 

Caught Doing Right
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